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Existing literature exposes isolated pieces of information related to social media such as usage motivations and purchasing processes.
A thorough understanding of how consumers experience the social media is missing. A ZMET analysis is performed with consumers
in order to understand what social media represents to them.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Over the last few years, social media has been studied by academics under different perspectives. They include topics such as the
different degrees of usage of social networks (Hargittai and Hsieh,
2011), the relationship between personality traits and social media
use (Özgüven and Mucan, 2013), the purchasing processes involving social media for specific activities such as travelling (Xiang and
Gretzel, 2010), and social media engagement and its effect on online
product purchase decision behaviors (Dhar and Jha, 2014). These
studies contribute to our understanding of how consumers behave
on or use social media but they generally overlook how consumers
make sense of this universe.
In a general sense, some scholars have looked at the experience
of the Internet and suggested that it can be used by consumers to extend one’s identity and sense of self (Belk, 2013), present one’s self
to others (Schau and Gilly, 2003; Schlosser, 2005) and that it can be a
source of freedom, information, empowerment or enslavement, fear
and chaos (Joy, Sherry, Venkatesh and Deschenes, 2009). However,
to our knowledge, no academic research has studied how consumers experience the specificity of social media scape. As individuals’
perceptions have not been studied by a thorough exploration, we still
cannot fully comprehend how consumers understand these media
that they navigate on a regular basis. Consequently, the goal of this
paper is to provide a detailed account of what social media represents
to consumers. It provides a fundamental exploration of social media,
of how it is perceived by consumers, and of what it involves in their
lives.
In order to do so, we explore the metaphors evoked by consumers to express their perceptions of social media. Metaphors shape the
way individuals think and act (Lakoff and Johnson, 2003). Researchers use metaphors to analyze consumers’ dialogue as they convey
meaning easily (Joy, Sherry, Venkatesh and Deschenes, 2009). For
complex concepts in research, the process of eliciting metaphors is
useful because it serves to represent a topic in its totality (Moser,
2000). Further, it helps to organize the data in a structural manner,
give a new and creative perspective of analysis, and facilitates the
emergence of deep feelings and emotions (Carpenter, 2008).

Method

The ZMET method was used in this research, a technique by
which researchers elicit metaphors with the use of imagery to analyze
consumers’ discourse (Zaltman, 1997). Images allow unconscious
feelings and emotions about a topic to emerge (Zaltman, 1997). Ten
in-depth ZMET interviews lasting approximately two hours were
conducted with consumers of social media.

Findings and Discussion

Findings highlight that consumers’ representations of social
media are complex and multi-faceted. Primarily, we observed that
three deep metaphors (Zaltman and Zaltman, 2008) are central to
consumers’ perceptions: the metaphors of connection (the important need to connect with others physically, socially, or mentally, to
belong and form attachments), control (the unconscious motivation
to control themselves, other people, and situations, yielding a sense
of empowerment when exerting control, or a sense of disorientation
when losing of control), and resource (use of intermediate instru-

ments to achieve goals). These three metaphors are further refined
through the lenses of the spatial-temporal continuum represented
by space (social media representing an open area that is penetrated
and navigated), time (evolution of existence and events in the past,
present, and future), and speed (rapidity of movement). Together, the
three metaphors and the spatial-temporal continuum present a multidimensional understanding of consumers’ representations of social
media.
The union of metaphorical and spatial-temporal dimensions
used in this research provides an original way of looking at how consumers experience different aspects of social media platforms. Researchers may advance studies about specific social media platforms
combined with the dimensions of space, time, and speed, to enhance
precision about consumers’ experiences with social media. The findings are valuable to managers of numerous domains for the purpose
of enhancing online platforms according to consumers’ needs and
wants, as well as for the implementation of new strategies which can
improve the customers’ online experiences.
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